Hierarchical classes models (Ceulemans, Van Mechelen, & Leenen, 2003; De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988; Leenen, Van Mechelen, De Boeck, & Rosenberg, 1999; Van Mechelen, De Boeck, & Rosenberg, 1995) , dubbed hiclas, are a family of deterministic models for N -way N -mode data. In this paper, we will focus on hierarchical classes models for two-way two-mode binary data (y ij ) m×n (i.e., data that can be represented in a 0/1 matrix), although extensions to the more general case can be considered. As examples of this type of data, one may think of person by item success/failure data, object by attribute presence/absence data, and so forth. Hiclas models for two-way two-mode data imply the representation of three types of relations in the data: (a) an association relation that links the two modes together; (b) an equivalence relation defined on each mode, yielding a twosided classification; and (c) an if-then type hierarchical relation on the classes (and the elements) in each mode (where the term hierarchical is used in the general sense of a partial order, see Sneath & Sokal, 1973; Van Mechelen, Rosenberg, & De Boeck, 1997) . The various members of the family of hierarchical classes models differ in the way they represent these three types of relations. The hiclas approach has been succesfully applied in various substantive domains including person perception (e.g., Cheng, 1999) , personality psychology (e.g., ten Berge & de Raad, 2001) , and the psychology of learning (e.g., Luyten, Lowyck, & Tuerlinckx, 2001) . For a review of two-way two-mode clustering methods, and the unique position of hierarchical classes models within this domain, see Van Mechelen, Bock, and De Boeck (2004) .
The hiclas model, as a deterministic model for a binary matrix, predicts the value y ij for each cell (i, j) as a single number, either 0 or 1. Strictly speaking, one should reject the model as soon as a single discrepancy (i.e., a cell value that is mispredicted) is found. In analyses of data, however, discrepancies are allowed for: Algorithms were developed (De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988; ) to find a hierarchical classes model that has a minimal number of discrepancies with a given data set. Although this combinatorial approach has yielded satisfactory results in many applications, some drawbacks are to be considered. First, the deterministic model is incomplete because the relation between the model and the data is not specified. Second, the proposed minimization algorithms yield a single solution (which in the best case is a global optimum), whereas several solutions may exist that have an optimal or near-optimal fit to the data and that may be interesting from a substantive point of view. Third, as a consequence of the model's incompleteness, no statistical testing tools for model checking can be developed. Maris, De Boeck, and Van Mechelen (1996) proposed a probabilistic variant of the hiclas family, called probability matrix decomposition (pmd) models, which to some extent meet the objections above. However, in these models, the representation of the classifications and hierarchical relations is lost. The classifications and hierarchy relations in binary data have often been of important substantive interest, though; examples include concept analysis (Ganter & Wille, 1996, pp. 1-15) and knowledge space theory (Falmagne, Koppen, Villano, Doignon, & Johannesen, 1990) .
In this paper, we introduce an alternative stochastic extension of the hiclas model that does retain the hierarchical classifications. The extension is based on a generic Bayesian methodology proposed by Gelman, Leenen, Van Mechelen, De Boeck, and Poblome (2003) . As a result, many tools for model estimation and checking that are common for stochastic models become available for deterministic models as well.
In the remainder of this paper, we will first recapitulate the deterministic hiclas model (Section 1); next, we introduce the new stochastic extension and the Bayesian estimation procedure (Section 2). Furthermore, we present the results of a simulation study to show how well the proposed procedure succeeds in recovering an underlying true hiclas model (Section 3). For brevity's sake, we have opted to limit the exposition in the latter three sections to Van Mechelen et al.'s (1995) conjunctive hiclas model, as the proposed extension is straightforward and fully analogous for other members of the hiclas family. In Section 4, we will illustrate the advantages of the new approach with applications from two different domains. Finally, we present some concluding remarks and a discussion on possible further extensions of the proposed model (Section 5).
1 The deterministic hierarchical classes model
Model
Consider a binary observed data matrix Y = (y ij ) m×n . In a typical deterministic hierarchical classes analysis, Y is approximated by a binary reconstructed data matrix Y = (ŷ ij ) m×n for which a hierarchical classes model (of a prespecified complexity) exists. Throughout this section, we will use the hypothetical child by item matrix in the top panel of Table 1 as an example of a reconstructed data matrix. The items are sums of fractions presented to the children, and we denoteŷ ij = 1 if child i succeeds in item j andŷ ij = 0 otherwise. A child is considered to succeed in an item if (s)he returns the correct solution in its simplest form (such as in, e.g., We now formally define the three types of relations in the reconstructed data matrix Y that are represented by a hierarchical classes model.
The association relation is the binary relation between the row elements and column elements as defined by the 1-entries in Y . From the data matrix in Table 1 , for example, we can read that John, 5 9 + 7 9 is an element of the relation between children and items, while John, constitute an item class for the data matrix in Table 1 . As we will explain below, the maximal number of row [resp. column] classes is constrained (i.e., this number is substantially less than the 2 n [resp. 2 m ] possible row [resp. column] patterns in an m × n binary matrix) due to Y being a reconstructed model matrix.
The hierarchical relations are if-then type relations defined on the rows and on the columns. classes. The equivalence and hierarchy relations are called set-theoretical relations and we denote
A hierarchical classes model implies a decomposition of Y into two binary matrices, one for each mode, which represent the three above-mentioned types of relations. Those matrices are called bundle matrices and are denoted by S = (s ik ) m×r and P = (p jk ) n×r for the rows and the columns, respectively, with entries s ik , p jk ∈ {0, 1}; the integer r is called the rank of the model and the r columns of S and P are called bundles. 1 For a given row i [resp. column j], the set of bundles with s ik = 1 [resp. p jk = 1] will be referred to as the bundle pattern of i [resp. j].
We now explain how the bundle matrices represent the association, equivalence, and hierarchy relations in Van Mechelen et al.'s (1995) conjunctive hiclas model. The model correctly represents the association relation defined on Y iff the bundle matrices S and P satisfy, for any i and j,
Equation (1) means that a row i is associated with a column j iff the bundle pattern of column j is a (proper or improper) subset of the bundle pattern of row i. Such a conjunctive rule (formally expressed by the quantifier ∀) may be a plausible formalization of a psychological theory where each column element imposes a set of requirements that may or may not be met by a row element.
In that case, the bundles formally correspond with requirements and (1) means that a row is associated with a column iff the row meets all the requirements posed by the column. Applied to our hypothetical example, items may require one or more abilities for being successfully solved, while children either have or do not have these abilities. In particular, the example was constructed with three underlying abilities in mind: (I) finding the lowest common multiple of two integers, (II) finding the greatest common divisor of two integers, and (III) dealing with fractions where the numerator exceeds the denominator. The bottom panel of The conjunctive hiclas model correctly represents the relations of equivalence and hierarchy iff the following restrictions hold on S and P :
A pair of bundle matrices (S, P ) for which (2a) and (2b) hold are called set-theoretically consistent.
Equation (2a , require a proper superset of the abilities required by the latter items ({I, III} ⊃ {III}). Within an ability context, the inverse representation of the item hierarchy naturally follows from the fact that the more abilities are required by an item, the fewer children are able to solve it.
Graphical representation
Van Mechelen et al. (1995) proposed a graphical representation that gives a full account of the relations represented by the conjunctive hiclas model. A graphical representation of the model in Table 1 is found in Figure 1 . Child and item classes appear as paired boxes, the upper box of each pair being a child class and the lower box an item class. The lines connecting the classes represent the hierarchical relations, with the item hierarchy to be read upside down. The association relation can be read from the graph as follows: A child succeeds in a item iff the child and item class form a paired box or a downward path exists from the child to the item class.
Data analysis
Although a hiclas model can be found for any binary matrix Y , an exact decomposition of an observed data matrix almost always requires a model of high rank. Because models of high rank are very complex to interpret, one typically searches for an approximate reconstructed data matrix Y that can be represented by a model of a low, prespecified rank r and for which the loss function
has minimal value (De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988; . Note that, since Y and Y only contain 0/1 values, the least squares loss function in (3) comes down to a least absolute deviations loss function and equals the number of discrepancies between Y and Y .
Model checking and drawing inferences
Although yielding quite satisfactory results in general, the widespread use of finding a best-fitting hiclas model Y for given data Y is conceptually unclear. For, in an approximate hiclas model the relation to the data is not specified (i.e., it is not specified how and why the model's predictions may differ from the observed data), and hence, the slightest deviation between model and data strictly speaking implies a rejection of the model. Furthermore, because the model either fully holds or is rejected as a whole, it does not make sense to develop checks for specific model assumptions.
Moreover, in practical applications, the basis for pre-specifying the rank r of the approximate hiclas model is often unclear. A number of heuristics have been developed to infer a rank from the data, most often based on comparing the goodness of fit of models of successive ranks (such as, e.g., the scree test and its variants). Although these heuristics may yield satisfactory results, in some cases the selection of a particular rank seems arbitrary and susceptible to chance.
2 Stochastic extension within a Bayesian framework
Model
Traditional hiclas analyses, with their search for an approximate solution that is minimally discrepant to a given data set, are often implicitly justified by assuming that an underlying stochastic process may cause a cell's observed value to be different from the value predicted by the model. This implicit assumption can be formalized by introducing a parameter π which is defined as:
whereŷ ij (S, P ) is the general notation for the predicted value in cell (i, j) obtained by combining S and P by (1). Clearly, π reflects the expected proportion of discrepancies in the model.
As an alternative, a slightly more general model may be considered, which allows predicted values 0 and 1 to have different error probabilities:
In both (4) and (5), it is additionally assumed that the Y ij are locally independent. The two models will be referred to as the one-error and the two-error probability model, respectively.
As in the original hiclas model, we will add the requirement that the pair of bundle matrices (S,P ) correctly represents the relations of equivalence and hierarchy in Y (S, P ) (i.e., these matrices must satisfy (2a) and (2b)). As such, the newly presented model preserves the hierarchical classification of the deterministic model. In this respect, it differs from Maris et al.'s (1996) pmd model, which is another probabilistic variant of the original hiclas model. In a pmd model, bundle membership is probabilistic and the value predicted by the model (i.e., the analogue ofŷ ij (S, P )) is a probability as well; the definitions of the set-theoretical relations Row and Col no longer apply and the representations of classification and hierarchy are lost.
A second difference between the new model and pmd is the place where the random process enters the model. On the one hand, in a pmd model, each entry in the bundle matrices pertains to a Bernoulli random variable, the realizations of which are (deterministically) combined by an association rule like, for example, (1), to give rise to a binary observed value y ij . On the other hand, the stochastic extension in (4) [resp. (5)] implies the entries in the bundle matrices to be fixed; they are combined to a binary predicted valueŷ ij , which is randomly altered (from 0 to 1 or vice versa) with a probability π [resp. π 0 or π 1 ] to give rise to the observed y ij . This is somewhat similar to ordinary linear regression, where it is assumed that a random perturbation acts on the value predicted by the model.
Parameter estimation
The likelihood of the data Y under the one-error probability model can readily be shown to be:
with D( Y (S, P ), Y ) denoting the number of discrepancies (as defined in (3)) and C( Y (S, P ), Y ) the number of concordances [i.e., mn − D(Ŷ (S, P ), Y )]. Equation (6) may be used to obtain maximum likelihood estimates for (S, P, π). Incidentally, ( S, P ,π) is a maximum likelihood estimate iff Therefore, we propose to adopt a Bayesian perspective (for an introduction, see, e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2004) where the parameters are considered random variables and where we inspect the posterior distribution of the parameters given the data:
Throughout this paper, we will assume a uniform prior on (S, P, π), which represents a minimal expansion of the existing deterministic model. Other priors can be considered as well (based on, e.g., additional information or in the case of restricted hiclas models, see also Section 5).
For the two-error probability model, the likelihood of the data Y is given by:
where
. Again, the posterior distribution p(S, P, π 0 , π 1 |Y ) will be considered and a uniform prior will be assumed.
Computation of the posterior distribution
In this section, we describe a Metropolis algorithm that was developed along the lines set out by Gelman et al. (2003) and that can be used to simulate the posterior distribution for either the one-error or the two-error probability model. We will immediately turn to the algorithm for obtaining a simulated posterior distribution for the parameter vector (S, P, π 0 , π 1 ) in the two-error probability case, the algorithm for the one-error case involving some obvious simplifications only.
We run independently z (≥ 2) parallel sequences (or "chains"), in each of them proceeding with the following steps:
Step 0: Initial estimates S (0) and P (0) are obtained, s
ik and p 
. As a final step in the initialization, we set t ← 0.
Step 1: A candidate pair of bundle matrices (S * , P * ) is constructed in four steps as follows: (a) We initialize (S * , P * ) ← (S (t) , P (t) ); (b) a strictly positive integer w is drawn from a Poisson(λ) distribution (computational tests suggest that values of λ between 1 and 5 yield a reasonable performance); (c) a set of w cells is randomly selected from matrices (S * , P * ) with all (m+n)r cells having equal selection probability and (d) the value in the selected cells is switched (either from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0). This procedure implicitly defines a jumping distribution J(S * , P * |S, P ), which gives the probability that the candidate (S * , P * ) is obtained from (S, P ) (Hastings, 1970; Gilks, Richardson, & Spiegelhalter, 1996, p. 5-12) . It follows that
with w being the number of cells where (S * , P * ) differs from (S, P ), and W having a truncated
Poisson distribution with parameter λ (truncated so as to exclude 0).
Step 2: Next, we compute the probability of acceptance
0 , π
and replace (S (t) , P (t) ) with (S * , P * ) with probability α S * , P * |Y,
Step 3: π (t) 0 and π
Step 4: If the new pair of bundle matrices (S (t) , P (t) ) is set-theoretically consistent, then we set
and, subsequently, (b) t ← t + 1.
Steps 1 through 4 are repeated independently in each of the z sequences. Each iteration in each sequence yields a draw (S, P, π 0 , π 1 ) from the posterior distribution. The process is stopped when for each individual model parameter the sequences appear to have converged. To monitor convergence, we use Gelman and Rubin's (1992)R-statistic, which for a given (scalar) parameter compares the between-and within-sequence variances of that parameter.R-values near 1 for all parameters are considered an indication that the z sequences have converged. To account for possible absence of within-sequence variance in a binary bundle parameter, we additionally definê R = 1 for a parameter that assumes the same value throughout all sequences andR = +∞ for a parameter that in one sequence has a constant value being different from those in other sequences.
After convergence, a subset of L draws of the parameter vector is selected from the converged part 4 of the z simulated sequences (e.g., by selecting each hundredth or thousandth draw) and forms the simulated posterior distribution of (S, P, π 0 , π 1 ). The choice of L basically depends on the desired precision of posterior inferences. With respect to z, we recommend to run the Metropolis algorithm with at least four sequences (rather than the minimal number of two) to enhance the chance that all important areas of the target distribution are covered.
To account for permutational freedom -when models from different chains are identical upon a permutation of the bundles, theR-criterion will indicate nonconvergence-, each model is permuted such that the difference with some prespecified reference model (S,P ) (e.g., the model obtained from the original deterministic algorithm) is minimal. That is, after each iteration t a permutation of the r bundles in (S (t) , P (t) ) is looked for such that
has minimal value. Note that posterior inferences with respect to the association, equivalence, and hierarchy relations remain unaffected by the choice of (S,P ).
Representation of the posterior distribution
In contrast with the deterministic model, where for a particular pair of elements (or classes) the association, equivalence, and hierarchy relations either hold or do not hold, the new stochastic extension implies a (marginal) posterior probability instead. In this section, some methods are proposed to graphically represent the information in the simulated posterior distribution.
To chart out the uncertainty in the association relation, one may estimate, for each combination of a row i and a column j, the marginal posterior probability of row i being associated with column j; that is, one may calculate the proportion of draws -within the set of L selected simulation draws-for whichŷ ij (S, P ) = 1. The obtained probability estimate can then be converted to a grey value and cell (i, j) of an m × n grid can be colored accordingly. Repeating this process for all cells (i, j), a graphical representation is obtained that highlights regions of low, medium, and high posterior probability in the reconstructed data matrix.
With respect to the posterior information about the classification and hierarchical relations, we
propose an extension of Van Mechelen et al.'s (1995) original representation of the deterministic model. As before, each class is represented as a box. Considering that now all elements have some posterior probability of belonging to a particular class, only elements with a posterior probability exceeding a prespecified cut-off are displayed in the box representing that class. The uncertainty in the hierarchical relation among classes can further be represented in the graph by varying the line thickness or by labeling the edges. To quantify the degree of certainty of the hierarchical relation C 1 ≺ C 2 between any pair of row classes (C 1 , C 2 ), we propose the following measure:
, where p(i ∈ C k ) is the posterior probability of row i belonging to row class C k and p(i
is the posterior probability of row i being hierarchically below row i ′ . The uncertainty in the hierarchical relation between two column classes can be calculated through a similar formula. We will illustrate the proposed graphical representations in the applications.
Model checking and drawing inferences
Within a Bayesian framework, a broad range of tools for model checking and model selection is available, including the Bayes factor (see Kass & Raftery, 1995) and posterior predictive checks (ppc's) (see Gelman, Meng, & Stern, 1996; Rubin, 1984) . Bayes factors are excellent tools for choosing between two (or more) competing models, while ppc's are particularly useful for the examination of (aspects of) a model's fit. Following Berkhof, Van Mechelen, and Gelman (2003),
we argue in favour of a combined use of Bayes factors and ppc's. In this section, we briefly discuss the basic principles of both tools and illustrate their application in the context of Bayesian hiclas.
Bayes factors
Given two hypotheses H 1 and H 2 , and data Y that are assumed to have arisen under either H 1 or H 2 (e.g., H 1 being the hypothesis of a one-error probability model and H 2 of a two-error probability model), the Bayes factor is formally defined as the ratio of the posterior to the prior odds:
In the case that both hypotheses are considered equally likely a priori, the Bayes factor comes down to the posterior odds in favour of H 1 . Applying Bayes's theorem to (11) yields
In the remainder of this section, we discuss calculation of the marginal likelihood under the hypothesis H that the data have arisen under a two-error probability hiclas model of rank r (the proposed strategy being similar for other hypotheses). In that case, by the law of total probability, the marginal likelihood can be expressed as follows:
where M r denotes the set of all deterministic hiclas models (S, P ) of rank r (i.e., with the restriction that (S, P ) is set-theoretically consistent). Due to the usually huge number of elements in M r , evaluating the sum in (12) is almost never feasible in practical applications, though.
Following Chib (1995; Chib & Jeliazkov, 2001) , an estimate of the marginal likelihood can be alternatively obtained by elaborating the basic marginal likelihood identity, which is given by:
where we have suppressed the dependence on H for notational convenience. Although this identity holds for anyθ = (S,P ,π 0 ,π 1 ), for estimation efficiency,θ will be taken to be a point with an (anticipated) high posterior density (obtained, e.g., on the basis of a deterministic analysis). In evaluating the right-hand side of (13), the likelihood p(Y |θ) can be directly computed by (7), while the probability p(θ) under a uniform prior distribution is inversely related with the number of elements in M r and can be easily estimated bŷ
wherep STC is the proportion of set-theoretically consistent pairs (S, P ) in a random sample from the population of all 2 r(m+n) pairs of a binary m × r matrix S and a binary n × r matrix P .
An estimate of the denominator in (13) is obtained after decomposing the posterior as:
While p(π 0 ,π 1 |Y,S,P ) can be computed directly (since by (7) it is the product of two independent Beta densities), p(S,P |Y ) needs to be estimated. Such an estimate can be obtained relying on a generic strategy proposed by Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) and which applies in the case of a posterior distribution obtained by a Metropolis algorithm.
In the applications of Section 4, Bayes factors will be applied to compare models for different ranks and to compare one-error and two-error probability models. We will adhere to reporting twice the natural logarithm of the Bayes factor, so as to put it on a comparable scale as the familiar deviance and likelihood ratio test statistics (Kass & Raftery, 1995) .
Posterior predictive checks
The rationale of ppc's is the comparison, via some test quantity, of the observed data with data that could have been observed if the actual experiment were replicated under the model with the same parameters (Gelman et al., 2004) . The test quantity may be a statistic T (Y ), summarizing some aspect of the data, or, more generally, a discrepancy measure T (Y, S, P, π 0 , π 1 ) quantifying the model's deflection from the data in some respect (Meng, 1994) .
A ppc procedure consists of three steps. First, for each of the draws being an independent realization of a Bernoulli variable with probability
). Second, for each simulated draw, the value of the test quantity is calculated for both the observed data Y obs (i.e., T (Y obs , θ (l) )) and the associated
. As a final step, the values for the observed and the replicated data are compared and the proportion of simulation draws for which
) is considered as an estimate of the posterior predictive p-value.
Different aspects of the model can be checked using ppc's with appropriate choices of the test quantity. By way of illustration, we now propose two novel test quantities that are tailor-made for the Bayesian hiclas model: one to check the rank of the model and an other to check the conformity of the set-theoretical relations in the model with those in the data.
Rank selection For rank selection, we define the test quantity:
where Y k (k = r, r + 1) is the deterministic model matrix obtained by applying the original hiclas algorithm in rank k to the data set Y . The statistic T (Y ) quantifies the decrease in number of discrepancies that is obtained if a model with an extra bundle is fitted to the data. For the replicated data, which are constructed under the rank r model, this extra bundle only fits noise.
Therefore, a ppc with T (Y ) checks whether the increase of the model's fit to the observed data due to adding an extra bundle is significantly larger than expected by chance.
Set-theoretical relations As a check of the set-theoretical relations represented by the model, we will compare, for each pair of rows i and i ′ [resp. columns j and j ′ ], the presence/absence of a set-theoretical relation i Row i ′ [resp. j Col j ′ ] in the model with their implicational strength in the data. As a measure for the latter, we will use the conditional proportions
p(y i ′ · |y i· ) resp.p(y ·j ′ |y ·j ) being undefined whenever j y ij = 0 resp. i y ij = 0 . Then, the test quantity used in the ppc for the row set-theoretical relations is defined as:
where the first sum is across rows i with j y ij = 0; I S (i Row i ′ ) takes a value of 1 if the bundle matrix S implies i Row i ′ , and 0 otherwise. A similar test quantity for the column set-theoretical relations may be defined:
where the first sum is across columns j with i y ij = 0.
Simulation study
Here we present an evaluation of the proposed methodology, applying the Metropolis algorithm described in Section 2.3 to artificial data generated under the stochastic hiclas model. Two questions will be addressed: (a) What is the convergence rate, that is, does the algorithm converge for all parameters and, if so, how fast? (b) How does the obtained posterior distribution relate to the underlying true model? As pointed out by Gelman et al. (2004) , even if the Markov chains appear to have converged, it is still possible that some important areas of the target distribution have not been captured, for example, because they could not be reached by the simulation algorithm.
Design and procedure
As a first step, true two-error probability models (S, P, π 0 , π 1 ) were created while systematically varying the following four factors:
1. The Rank r of the model (i.e., the number of columns in S and P ) was set to either 2 or 3.
2. The Size m × n of the predicted matrix Y (S, P ) was set to either 25 × 25 or 60 × 40.
3. The value of π 0 varied at three levels: .05, .10, and .20.
4. The value of π 1 varied at three levels: .05, .10, and .20.
These four factors were orthogonally crossed and for each cell in the design, 10 true models (S, P, π 0 , π 1 ) were generated, where for each model the entries in the pair (S, P ) were independent realizations of a Bernoulli variable:
For each model, a value of µ was randomly selected in such a way that Pr(
with Y ij defined as in (1), can be considered a draw from a uniform distribution on [0.30, 0.70].
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In the next step, a data matrix Y was created from each model in accordance with (5). As a result of this procedure, we obtained in total 10 × 2 (Rank) × 2 (Size) × 3 (π 0 ) × 3 (π 1 ) = 360 data matrices, which subsequently were analyzed using the proposed Metropolis algorithm. As to the algorithmic options, we opted for four sequences, which were considered to have converged as soon asR < 1.05 for all parameters. Furthermore, we chose λ = 3 for the parameter of the Poisson distribution used in generating new candidates. To save computer resources, only each hundredth draw was saved and included in the calculations forR.
For the analyses we used a Pentium IV processor with a clock frequency of 3.06 gHz. The analysis of a data set was stopped and the chains were considered to have not converged whenever the number of iterations exceeded 10, 000, 000.
Analysis and results
For 359 out of the 360 data sets,R showed convergence of the chains. Overall, for about half of the data sets, convergence was reached at less than 210,000 iterations (and in less than one minute and a half); in 5% of the cases, more than 1,000,000 iterations (or more than 15 minutes were needed). For the 359 data sets that showed convergence, we now examine how well the true model parameters (viz., π 0 , π 1 , s ik , and p jk ), can be recovered from the simulated posterior distribution. In particular, we calculated for each parameter in each data set the 95% Bayesian confidence interval defined by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the marginal posterior distribution for the parameter, which allowed us to assess goodness of recovery by examining (a) whether or not the true value of the parameter falls within the interval and (b) the width of the interval.
In Figure 2 we present summary results for both statistics, separately for different sizes and ranks of the model. With respect to the error parameters, the 95% confidence intervals have a mean width of 0.06, but are too narrow on average, as for only 92% of the data sets, the confidence interval effectively contained the true value. With respect to the goodness of recovery of a bundle value parameter s ik or p jk , remind that the true value is either 0 or 1 and that also the Bayesian confidence interval has a width of either 0 (i.e., the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles have the same value) or 1 (i.e., the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles equal 0 and 1, respectively). From the left-hand panels in Figure 2 , we read then that the latter occurs in somewhat more than 10% of the cases on average (with some variation). It follows that in about 90% of the cases the confidence interval for a bundle parameter reduces to a single value. Given that the Bayesian confidence interval almost always (i.e., in 99.9% of the cases) contains the true value, we can derive that a Bayesian analysis succeeds in recovering the true value of about 90% of the cells in S and P with virtual certainty. As an aside, we note that for the goodness of recovery of the association, equivalence, and hierarchy relations, we found similar results as compared to those of the parameters s ik and p jk on which they depend.
A point estimate for a parameter is usually obtained by its posterior mean. For an alternative, more graphical way to look at the recovery of the binary bundle parameters, we calculated the posterior mean for each bundle parameter (s ik as well as p jk ) in each data set. Subsequently, the set of all (67,500) bundle parameters was partitioned in groups of bundle parameters with identical posterior means (after rounding to the nearest 0.01 unit) and, for each group, the mean of the true bundle parameter values was calculated and plotted in Figure 3 (along with a 95%-confidence interval). We note a strong 1-1 relation: The posterior mean obtained for a bundle value closely resembles the probability that the corresponding true parameter equals 1. This means that the posterior distribution correctly represents the uncertainty about the true parameter's value.
In this simulation study, the true hiclas models were randomly constructed, which makes it rather unlikely that the true model is nonunique. Considering that an important motivation for developing the Bayesian hiclas model was to trace possible identifiability problems, it is of particular interest to see how the proposed algorithm behaves if the posterior density is multimodal (with the multimodality being due to nontrivial identifiability problems). To this end, a second simulation study was set up, with 20 data sets that were constructed in such a way that the posterior density was (at least) trimodal with the three modes corresponding to different variants of the same nonunique model. Importantly, we found that in all cases the simulated posterior distribution generated by the proposed Metropolis algorithm included these three modes, as such revealing, indeed, lack of identifiability of these models at the mode. 
Applications
We now illustrate the Bayesian approach in hierarchical classes modeling by a reanalysis of two data sets that were previously analyzed with the deterministic model. For the first application, in the area of the psychology of choice, we use person by object select/nonselect data (i.e., so-called pick any/n data, Coombs, 1964) , presented in Van Mechelen and Van Damme (1994) . In the second application, an analysis of patient by symptom presence/absence data, originally presented by Van Mechelen and De Boeck (1989) , illustrates the approach in the domain of clinical psychology.
Revealing latent choice criteria
Studies on decision-making processes have shown that subjects who look for an optimal choice in a large set of complex choice alternatives often apply a two-stage strategy: First, a subset (the so-called "consideration set") of alternatives is selected applying predominantly noncompensatory (disjunctive/conjunctive) combination rules and, subsequently, the final choice is made from that reduced set based on compensatory rules (see, e.g., Beach, 1990; Ogilvie & Schmitt, 1979; Westenberg & Koele, 1992) . Van Mechelen and Van Damme (1994) criteria, that is, with s ik indicating whether or not student i considers criterion k important and p jk indicating whether room j meets criterion k. As such, the following association rule predicts whether student i includes room j in his (her) consideration set:
That is, a student selects a room if, for all latent criteria, the room either meets the criterion or the student does not consider it important. A substantive challenge of the study was to induce from the data the criteria that guided the decision process. Similar to the child by item example in Section 1.1, hierarchical classifications of students and rooms (based on the relations among sets of latent criteria) naturally follow from the conjunctive theory underlying the model.
Here we apply a Bayesian hiclas model to the same data. The error process implied by the stochastic extension means that rooms may turn up in a student's consideration set, while they are not predicted to be there (or vice versa), which is likely to happen given the complex descriptions of the rooms. We fitted models with one and two error probability parameters and with ranks varying from 1 to 4, applying the described Metropolis algorithm with 5 sequences and the convergence criterionR < 1.05 for all parameters. For all the fitted models, the Bayesian analysis made clear that a deterministic approach would suffer from multimodality as several different hiclas models (S, P ) were found with a minimal number of discrepancies D( Y (S, P ), Y ). For example, for the rank 1 one-error probability model, nine pairs (S, P ) were found with a minimum of 197 discrepancies. Moreover, many more models come close to this lower bound. Yet, applying the original deterministic algorithm would return a single model, keeping the user unaware of possible alternative models with an (almost) equally low number of discrepancies.
As to rank selection, we both calculated Bayes factors and applied the ppc procedure based on the statistic in (14). Whereas the latter chooses a rank 2 model (as testing rank 1 versus rank 2 yields T = 54, ppc-p = .02, while testing rank 2 against rank 3 yields T = 27, ppcp = .12, indicating that the more complex rank 3 model does not significantly improve the fit), the Bayes factor shows a preference for a higher rank (2 log e B 32 = 18.56, 2 log e B 42 = 18.34, 2 log e B 34 = 0.22). In case of such conflicting results, the final decision will generally be based on substantive considerations. Here, for simplicity's sake, we will retain the more parsimonious model in rank 2 for further discussion (which was also the rank of the model in the original paper).
Some further checking of the retained model shows a reasonable fit to the data. The Bayes factor comparing the hypothesis of two error probability parameters with that of one error parameter shows no need to differentiate the error probabilities for predicted values of 0 and 1 (2 log e B 12 = 2.87, showing a slight preference for the one-error probability model). Furthermore, no inconsistency between the set-theoretical relations as represented in the model and the corresponding if-then relations in the data is found when a ppc is performed using test quantities (15a) and (15b) (ppc-p = .41 and ppc-p = .40, respectively). Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the rank 2 Bayesian hiclas model, along the lines described in Section 2.4. The three types of relations can be read from the figure as follows:
(a) Student and room classes are represented by solid-framed and dotted-framed boxes, respectively. As to the uncertainty with respect to the classifications, for each element, the marginal posterior probability of belonging to the class is added. So, we can read, for instance, that Room 7 is found to be in cluster C in all the simulation draws whereas Room 12 is found about evenly in the clusters A and C. In this respect, we emphasize that the appearance of the same element in different classes does not imply the clustering to be overlapping but rather reflects uncertainty of the element's location. (b) The room and student hierarchies are represented by solid and dotted arrows between classes, respectively, which are labeled with the posterior probability that the corresponding classes are hierarchically related. We read, for example, that it is rather uncertain (.42) that student class a is hierarchically below class d, while room class B is almost surely (.90) hierarchically below room class C. (c) The association relation can be read deterministically as in the original model: Rooms are selected by any student who is below it. The uncertainty in the association relation is not represented in the graph, though. We use Figure 5 to represent the marginal posterior probability for each room-student association by using grey values, with darker values indicating a higher probability of the student selecting the room. The dot in the center of each cell, either black or white, represents the observed data value and visualizes the degree of discrepancy between the model and the data with respect to the association relation.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate that, although many different pairs of bundle matrices (S, P ) with a minimal or near-minimal value on the loss-function exist, the hierarchical classes structure does have a stable part. For example, in almost all simulation draws, Rooms 7, 22, and 13, were found in the same class (at the top of the hierarchy), and with respect to the association relation, Figure 5 shows that for most cells, there is little uncertainty about the student-room associations (with most squares being either very dark or very light). With regard to the substantive interpretation of the deterministic core of the model, we largely follow Van Mechelen and Van Damme (1994) , who interpreted the two latent choice criteria in terms of quality and price of the rooms.
Revealing implicit taxonomy in psychiatric diagnosis
Cognitive theories on the diagnostic process in psychiatry often assume that underlying a clinician's judgements and decisions, there is an implicit and personal diagnostic classification system (see, e.g., Chan & Jackson, 1979 Garb, 1998 Garb, , 2005 . The implicit taxonomy of a diagnostician indicates for each syndrome which symptoms are considered to be characteristic of it and acts as a mediator inbetween the available patient information and his/her final judgements and decisions.
Van Mechelen and De Boeck (1989) obtained data asking a single psychiatrist to judge the absence/presence of 22 symptoms in each of 30 of his patients. The data were organized in a 30 × 22 matrix Y with y ij = 1 if symptom j is judged to be present in patient i, and 0 otherwise.
In line with the cognitive theories presented above, Van Mechelen and De Boeck assumed that the psychiatrist judges a symptom to be present in a patient iff the symptom is characteristic of one of the syndromes in his implicit taxonomy from which the patient suffers (according to the information he has available). This association rule is formalized in a disjunctive hiclas model (De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988) with the bundles corresponding to latent syndromes, that is, s ik indicating whether or not patient i suffers from syndrome k and p jk whether or not symptom j is characteristic of syndrome k. The association rule of the disjunctive model is then given by:
In words, symptom j is judged to be present in patient i iff at least one syndrome k exists of which symptom j is characteristic (i.e., p jk = 1) and from which patient i suffers (i.e., s ik = 1).
For a Bayesian analysis of these data, we implemented a stochastic extension of the disjunctive hiclas model along the same lines as described for the conjunctive model in Section 2. With both the psychiatric symptoms and the information from the patients being highly complex, misjudging the presence/absence of a symptom in a patient is likely to occur. We fitted models with ranks ranging from 1 to 4 and found that a ppc with test statistic (14) pointed to the rank 4 model.
Because the Bayes factor was practically indifferent between the models of rank 2, 3, and 4, we retained the model of rank 4 for further discussion. A Bayes factor comparing the one-error and two-error probability models of rank 4 showed that there is no need to differentiate the probability of misses and false alarms (2 log e B 12 = 14.91). Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the retained rank 4 model (which is structurally different from a graph for a conjunctive model). Patient and symptom classes are represented by boxes with the patient hierarchy at the top half of the graph and the symptom hierarchy, upside down, in the bottom half; furthermore, as to the association relation, a patient is predicted to have a symptom iff a downward path exists from the patient's class to the symptom's class.
Similar to the conjunctive case, the uncertainty with respect to the classifications is indicated by adding the posterior probability behind each patient/symptom and the uncertainty of the hierarchy relations among classes by labeling each connecting line as explained in Section 2.4. Note that many of these posterior probabilities are rather low in general: Inferences about the set-theoretical relations among patients or symptoms must be made with care.
We will now compare the Bayesian model with (a) the deterministic model of the original paper and (b) a pmd model fitted to the same data (using Maris et al.'s, 1996, algorithm) . Table 2 shows the estimates for the bundle parameters obtained by each type of analysis.
The deterministic rank 4 model presented by Van Mechelen and De Boeck (1989) showed 70 (10.6%) discrepancies to the data. The Bayesian analysis now reveals that this result was a local optimum, as in the simulated posterior distribution 19 (distinct) models (S, P ) were found with less discrepancies. More importantly, though, than a gain of a few discrepancies less, is the finding that many alternative hiclas models may be considered for these data (e.g., more than 300 models exist with 71 or less discrepancies). The Bayesian approach elegantly maps the aspects that are robust across the large set of good models for these data.
Comparing the values in the symptom bundle matrix P of the deterministic analysis with the corresponding posterior means of the Bayesian analysis (Table 2 ) confirms the gist of Van Mechelen and De Boeck's (1989) interpretation of the syndromes, although some remarks should be added:
The implicit syndromes corresponding to Bundle I and II seem to represent Affective Disorders, but where the deterministic output does not allow to differentiate them, based on the Bayesian output, we can identify the first syndrome as pure Depression (with little uncertainty that the symptoms depression, suicide, and social isolation are characteristic of it) while Anxiety seems more specific to the second syndrome . About the interpretation of the fourth implicit syndrome (Bundle IV) as Psychotic Disorder there is virtually no doubt (with posterior probabilities for hallucionations/delusions, suspicion, and agitation close to 1). The interpretation of the third syndrome (Bundle III), however, is less clear: Whereas in the original paper it was labeled Substance Abuse Disorder, the posterior probability of the symptom substance abuse belonging to the third syndrome turns out to be only 0.27. Because no symptoms are found that are exclusively related to Bundle III, finding an adequate interpretation for this syndrome is difficult, anyhow.
The output of the pmd and Bayesian hiclas analysis in Table 2 looks very similar, with for each cell in the bundle matrices a probability value. However, the interpretation of the probabilities is different. In the pmd model, they are the parameter of bundle-specific Bernoulli random variables:
The observed value in cell (i, j) of the data matrix is explained by a two-step process where, first, the r Bernoulli variables of both patient i and symptom j are realized (to indicate, respectively, which syndromes the patient suffers from and which syndromes the symptom is characteristic of) and, second, the thus obtained realizations are combined by (17) to give rise to the observed association. For a Bayesian analysis, we assumed that the relations between patients and syndromes and symptoms and syndromes are fixed but unknown and that the posterior probabilities quantify the uncertainty about these relations after taking into account the information in the data. In the current context, the pmd assumption that the bundle patterns of patients and symptoms are realized again for each cell 8 seems unrealistic (as it means that the syndromes that a symptom is characteristic of [resp. a patient suffers from] may change with each new patient [resp. syndrome]).
As an aside, we mention that comparing the fit of the pmd and Bayesian hiclas model to these data turned out to be slightly in favour of the latter. Considering that both models yield a probability of a patient and a symptom being associated in the data, one may compare the correspondence -as quantified by, for example, a correlation-between these probabilities and the observed data. For the current data, these correlations were 0.71 and 0.80 for the pmd and the Bayesian hiclas model, respectively (which is a significant difference, z = 8.45, p < .01, Meng, Rosenthal, & Rubin, 1992 ). An alternative strategy for selecting among competing models could be based on cross-validation techniques (see, e.g., Eastment & Krzanowski, 1982 , who proposed such a strategy in the context of principal component analysis).
Apart from a quantification of the uncertainty about bundle membership, the Bayesian hiclas model also includes a classification and hierarchy for patients and symptoms and a quantification of the uncertainty about the latter. The discussion in Van Mechelen and De Boeck (1989) shows the importance of the hierarchical classification in this study. In a pmd model, this information is lost, and, although one may try to recycle it (e.g., by dichotomizing the output, or by combining in some way the probability parameters of patients or symptoms), it stays outside the model's framework (i.e., it is arbitrary or additional assumptions are needed).
General discussion
This paper presented a new stochastic extension of the original deterministic hierarchical classes model (De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988; Van Mechelen et al., 1995) in response to a number of con-ceptual and practical problems. Conceptually, the benefit of the new extension is that the relation between the predicted values and the observed values is made explicit thanks to the inclusion of one or two error-probability parameters. This enabled us to consider the model within a Bayesian framework and to make use of a variety of tools for model estimation and model checking. As shown in the illustrative applications, this approach leads to a more differentiated view, resulting in a fine-tuned interpretation where core and peripheral aspects of the resulting structure are distinguished. Unlike the probabilistic variant developed by Maris et al. (1996) , this differentiation is obtained without leaving or "fuzzifying" the set-theoretical or logical framework of the original hiclas model. As such, the new model on the one hand fully retains the deterministic core of the original model, including the representation of the set-theoretical relations; on the other hand, by superimposing a stochastic framework, discrepancies between the underlying deterministic structure and the actual data are fully accounted for, and by means of a Bayesian approach uncertainty in our knowledge about the deterministic structure (including the set-theoretical relations) is fully captured.
As an illustration of the psychological relevance of the new model and of its potential range of application, we notice here the particularly close link between the stochastic extension of the conjunctive hiclas model when applied to person by item success/failure data and knowledge space theory (Doignon & Falmagne, 1999; Falmagne et al., 1990) . In particular, the bundels in such a hiclas model can be considered formally equivalent with the skills (or competences) that are assumed to underly a set of items in knowledge space theory, while the person classes correspond with knowledge states. The hierarchical relations among the knowledge states as represented by the hiclas model are of utmost interest as they reveal possible learning paths people may pass through in going from the empty knowledge state to complete mastery of the domain. The error parameters π 0 and π 1 further correspond to the concepts within knowledge space theory of probabilities of a lucky guess and a careless error, respectively.
The simulation study and applications show how the Bayesian approach reveals the full complexity of the solution space when searching for a deterministic hiclas model that is minimally discrepant with a (medium-sized) data matrix. Three findings in particular shed a new light on the optimization problem. First, in many cases, there is not a single optimum, that is, the solution space is multimodal in a strict sense. Second, for all data matrices that we studied (both artificial and real), a large set of near-optimal hiclas models was found (i.e., models with only one or a few discrepancies more than the optimal), with the differences among these models often corresponding to important substantive differences. Third, the simulation study showed that the underlying "true" model often has considerably more discrepancies than the best fitting model(s), particularly when the underlying truth is complex and highly sensitive to error. These three findings show that interpreting a single, arbitrary selected, (near-)optimal solution (such as the model returned by a deterministic hiclas algorithm) may be a perilous undertaking. Arguably, the most important practical contribution of the Bayesian approach is that it provides an overall view, highlighting model aspects that are robust across the large set of plausible models for the given data set.
Finally, the new model extension as presented here may be extended further in various directions. First, while the presented model includes only one or two probability parameters, additional error parameters may be introduced based on hypotheses about the error process at hand. Such hypotheses may be either a priori or may result from model checks. A second direction in which the model can be further extended relates to the choice of the prior distribution. In this paper, we have chosen a uniform distribution for the set of parameters, implying that any hierarchical classes model is considered equally likely a priori and that the posterior distribution is proportional to the likelihood. Alternative prior distributions may be considered, motivated either by former results or by restrictions one may wish to add to the hiclas model (for example, the restriction that the hierarchies constitute total orders rather than partial orders, or that the hierarchical relationship among some elements is fixed, see Ceulemans, Van Mechelen, & Kuppens, 2004) . Such restrictions can easily be incorporated by assigning a zero probability in the prior distribution to models that do not satisfy them. The Metropolis algorithm for simulating the posterior distribution can be adapted accordingly either by changing the subroutine that generates the new model candidates or simply by dropping models that do not satisfy the restrictions. Finally, an interesting direction for further research is charting out by means of a sensitivity analysis how and to which extent the obtained simulated posterior distribution may depend on the selection of the prior.
Footnotes
1 Mathematically, the decomposition of Y into S and P implies that Y equals the Boolean matrix product of the two bundle matrices (possibly after taking complements of Y , S, and P ). We limit the discussion here to binary bundle matrices, although also generalizations have been proposed where the bundles are ordinal variables (Leenen, Van Mechelen, & De Boeck, 2001) . For more details, we refer to the original papers.
2 Strictly speaking, this is only true in general under the condition thatπ ≤ 0.50.
3 Because of the asymmetrical relation between the s ik and p jk (see (1)), the parameters of the Bernoulli random variables are choosen to be complementary for S
ik and P
jk . Then, it follows that:
where p 1 denotes the proportion of one-entries in Y .
4 The converged part of a sequence includes only the draws used in the calculations ofR. Gelman and Rubin (1992) recommend to discard the first half of each sequence (to diminish the effect of the starting values).
5 From Equations (1), (5), and (16), it follows that:
6 Full details of this second simulation study are available from the first author on simple request.
7 Mathematically, the conjunctive hiclas model variant used in this section comes down to the conjunctive hiclas model as introduced in Section 1 for the transposed data.
8 Recently developed variants of the pmd model would allow for the possibility that the bundle patterns of either patients or symptoms are fixed (i.e., they are not realized again for each cell entry, see Meulders, De Boeck, & Van Mechelen, 2003) . However, a pmd model with fixed bundle patterns for both modes of a binary data matrix coincides with the deterministic hiclas model. .42 r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
